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Inside the walls of
smart logistics
The logistics industry is seeing increased investment,
driven by technology trends including automation and
smart manufacturing. We analyse how the growth in
e-commerce has led providers to embrace technology
to drive efficiencies and contain costs.
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and they accounted for almost 60%

Figure 1: Strategy matrix - logistics technology
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ROBOTS GET PICKY

Figure 2: Growth in Kiva robots in operation at Amazon has
accelerated in recent months
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the technology is ideal for high
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OUT FOR DELIVERY

in its package cars that communicate

reduction of 10 million gallons of fuel

The final component to ‘bending

with scanning devices worn by
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LOGISTICS AND THE ATTRACTION

Figure 3: Industrial robot cost decline (2015 dollars)
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Source: ARK Investment Management LLC

will become the backbone of the
logistics supply chain. Supported

software, will provide solutions to

manufacturing companies, given

by government initiatives, funding

increase accuracy and efficiency.
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As industrial robotics cost decline,
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Figure 4: Customers want to invest more
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Figure 5: Direction of future automation capex
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